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 mother." "I've never heard of the Cuicui before." "Because there's never been a female Cuicui leader before," said Ariel.
"There have been six male leaders, although there have been other people who assisted the Cuicui in an official capacity. This is
the first time a woman has taken on the role of Cuicui leader." "You have a birth family?" asked Ariel. "I have no idea what that
means." "You come from a place where everyone is related to everyone else?" "I came here. People find me. I meet new people.
We make friends. Someone is born." "I come from a place where people know their relatives backwards and forwards, through
long lines of blood," said Ariel. "They know the names of their fathers, their brothers, their uncles, their aunts, their brothers'

wives, their fathers' brothers, their fathers' brothers' wives, and their fathers' uncles' sons. Where do you come from?" "That's an
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interesting question." "I mean, where is your father? Your mother? Where does your _pakua_ come from?" "I don't know."
"What are the names of your _pakua_?" Ariel gave a disgusted sigh. "If you don't know the names of your _pakua_, how do you
know that they are your _pakua_?" "I _think_ they're my _pakua_," said Mara. "And if I think they are, maybe they are." "How

do you know you are going to be the leader of the Cuicui?" "Do you know your _pakua_?" "I've been choosing for sixteen
years." "And you have selected these?" "Yes." "And if you were to choose a different _pakua_, 82157476af
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